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		Kite Moss Agate Wedding Ring Set with Open Diamond Band
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $2,290.00

	Introducing our Kite Moss Agate Engagement Ring Set, a truly sophisticated masterpiece. The V-shaped band, adorned with marquise diamond side stones, perfectly complements the kite Moss Agate center stone. Flowing…
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		Kite Diamond Half Eternity Ring Set
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $3,090.00

	Pair the Kite Salt and Pepper Diamond Eternity Ring with our signature open marquise diamond wedding band. It beautifully contours the base of the kite diamond and creates a graceful…
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		Elongated Kite Salt and Pepper Diamond Bridal Ring Set with Diamond Pave Wedding Band
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $2,590.00

	A natural elongated kite salt and pepper diamond engagement ring paired with a V-shaped matching diamond pave wedding band. The ring set is low profile and sits flush to the…
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		Kite Moissanite and Diamond Engagement Ring
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $1,590.00

	A stunning and classy kite moissanite engagement ring with marquise and round diamonds. The step-cut faceting of the moissanite and the white diamonds add extra sparkle to this geometric engagement…
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		Hexagon Moss Agate Leaf Engagement Ring
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $990.00

	Experience the beauty of our Hexagon Moss Agate Leaf Engagement Ring. The nature-inspired elements symbolize growth and new beginnings. Complementing the center stone are delicate pavé-set diamonds and golden leaves,…
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		Hexagon Moss Agate and Marquise Diamond Ring
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $1,190.00

	A gorgeous geometric moss agate engagement ring with round and marquise diamonds for a modern bride-to-be that loves nature. Moss agates are believed to be the stones of abundance that…
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		Vera Hexagon Moss Agate Engagement Ring Set
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $1,290.00

	Verde que te quiero… Vera. The green marble pattern within the moss agate sets this ring set apart from the rest. Each stone is custom cut for this design in…
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		Hexagon Black Onyx Engagement Ring
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $1,290.00

	Embrace the dark romance with our Hexagon Black Onyx Engagement Ring. The side stones create a captivating ombre effect, transitioning from the deep black spinel to galaxy grey salt-and-pepper diamonds…
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		Round Salt and Pepper Diamond Engagement Ring
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $2,890.00

	We are pretty sure this is the salt and pepper diamond to beat them all! A perfectly speckled 1ct brilliant cut diamond set in our signature claw prongs and skinny…
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		Kite Salt and Pepper Diamond Half Eternity Ring Set
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $3,090.00

	In search for a more unique engagement ring? Get a salt and pepper diamond ring paired with an open wedding band! The kite diamond is set in our signature six-claw-prong…
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		V-Shaped Kite Salt and Pepper Diamond Engagement Ring Set with Open Marquise Diamond Wedding Band
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $2,690.00

	This beautiful low-profile salt and pepper diamond engagement ring set is made with a natural semi-transparent kite diamond, adorned with seven tiny round diamonds on a V-shaped gold band that…
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		Hexagon and Kite Moissanite Engagement Ring
Rated 5.00 out of 5

	From $1,590.00

	If you are an unconventional bride with a taste that often defies tradition, then chances are you are drawn to engagement rings with a distinctive and unique look. This geometric…
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